KATAPOR 2\textsuperscript{ND} COMMUNITY EDUCATION

Katapor M/A primary school had their second community education on the 3rd July 2013. Parents were informed about how the OLE project is helping the pupils to read in the absence of inadequate reading books in the school. Two teachers spoke of how the project has helped them as well as the pupils.

Parents were urged to buy readings books for their children so that they can read at home. They were also informed about the OLE competition, coming forth at Amasaman Municipal Assembly hall on the 24\textsuperscript{th} July, 2013. At the end of the meeting a PowerPoint presentation of pictures, stories and jokes written by the pupils were shown to parents of which they were very excited.

PLANNING SESSION

In order to be successful in every endeavor of life, planning is a paramount factor which must be considered. For this reason, the Coach meets teachers on Fridays to discuss lessons taught during the course of the week. They deliberate on the challenges faced and share ideas on how to overcome and improve upon them.
The team uses this session to prepare for the coming week's lesson. They select their stories, prepare their lesson plan using the template from the School BeLL. She also discusses the resources to be used the following week. The lead teacher synchronizes the tablets, charge them and make sure everything is set for the week ahead.

**JOKES AND CREATIVITY**

Two young boys were on their way to school one early morning. Along the way, they've stopped to watch a bird flying. After that scene, one boy said "Look the moon is rising". The other boy disagreed and he also said it was the sun. They continued the argument until they met a well dressed gentleman who worsened the case the more. After greeting the man, they quickly asked whether it was the moon or the sun. The gentleman softly said "Boys I do not know because I am not from this village". He told them to look for someone who lived in that village for clarity of doubt.  

*(BY PRECIOUS ABORDZI - PRIMARY SIX)*

---

**SOME KIDS ENJOYING SCHOOL**

---
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